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Let us this day

See page 2

*

Thank God

*

Hold up Hurricane Harvey
survivors in prayer

*

Exercise to stay healthy

*

Not hesitate to assist someone in need

*

Call or touch our parents

*

Volunteer to help with the
homeless ministry—last
Thursday of each month
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Front page photo top:
Covenant Players use the powerful medium of drama bringing hope, encouragement and
a powerful message to St.
Mary’s of Mo’ili’ili.
Covenant Players are based in
Oxnard, California and for
over 40 years have traveled
throughout the world presenting the Gospel in drama

Fr. Dale Burke, a true friend
of St. Mary’s celebrates his
retirement. Left, Fr. Gregory
Johnson gives congratulations
after Fr. Burke gave the homily.
Fr. Gregory Johnson and Fr. Dale Burke

Left to Right Back row: Annie
Kau’s son Randal, Fr. Gregory
Johnson and Preston Lentz.
Front row: Gay Hadama and
Annie Kau

This photo was taken
Sunday, August 13th.
Fr. Gregory is giving
honor and congratulating
Skye Sakashita.
Miss Skye is heading off
to, Chapman University
in California
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National Preparedness Month (NPM) starts September 1.
Here are some tips to help kick off your planning for the month of September.
“Disasters Don’t Plan Ahead. You Can.” We can all take action to prepare.
This year’s themes focus on the NPM goal to increase the overall number of individuals, families, and communities that
engage in preparedness actions at home, work, business, school, and places of worship.

Weekly Themes
Week 1: September 1-9
Make a Plan for Yourself, Family and Friends
Week 2: September 10-16
Plan to Help Your Neighbor and Community
Week 3: September 17-23
Practice and Build Out Your Plans
Week 4: September 24-30
Get Involved! Be a part of Something Larger
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Are YOU prepared?
Do you live in a one story house, a two story home, or maybe you live in a
high rise condominium?
Take a moment to honestly answer the following
four scenarios:

Scenario #1

Scenario #1
With little or no warning, the electricity goes out for a whole week.
Q: Are you prepared to eat, drink, be mobile, to communicate with outside
world and or find out what happened and listen to advisory announcements.
Scenario #2

Scenario #2

With little or no warning, a hurricane causes wide spread damage to buildings
and infrastructures in your neighborhood. (roads blocked, power out, phones are
down)
Q: If unable to leave your home, how will you eat, drink, communicate with the
outside world and or be able to listen to advisory announcements?

Scenario #3
Scenario #3

With little or no warning, a mega tsunami cause wide spread damage and flooding
all around you.
Q: Are you prepared to eat, drink, signal for help and or listen to advisory announcements from a battery radio?

Scenario #4
With little or no warning, a nuclear explosion happens within Oahu.
Scenario #4

Q: Are you prepared to stay put and survive? Do you have food, water, toiletries,
medicine, means of communication, etc?

During a major disaster on the island of Oahu, you could be isolated, stranded, or on your own
from three to fourteen days. Will we be able count as a survivor?

www.stmaryshawaii.org/uploads/2/5/4/8/25486559/2016-10__the_journey.pdf
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS with ANSWERS - BALLISTIC MISSILE PREPAREDNESS
Revised: 08 AUG 2017.2 (source: Hawaii Emergency Management Agency)
1. Q: Why now? Has the North Korea missile threat increased so much recently that you were urged to begin preparations for an
attack?
A: Preparations for the North Korea missile and nuclear threat began in late 2016 when this assessment suggested early preparations
should be initiated. Hawaii has maintained plans to cope with missile testing since 2009. The Hawaii Emergency Management Agency
(HI-EMA) conducts a Threat and Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment (THIRA) every year. This process examines potential
hazards and threats to the State of Hawaii including natural (hurricane, tsunami), technological (cyberterrorism) and man-made (acts
of terrorism) hazards.
2. Q: I have heard that planning for a nuclear attack from North Korea is futile given most of the population will be killed or critically injured. Is that true?
A: No. Current estimates of human casualties based on the size (yield) of North Korean nuclear weapon technology strongly suggests
an explosion less than 3 miles in diameter. More than 90% of the population would survive the direct effects of such an explosion.
Planning and preparedness are essential to protect those survivors from delayed residual radiation (fallout) and other effects of the
attack such as the loss of utilities and communication systems, structural fires, etc.
3. Q: How will the public learn of a possible missile launch from North Korea?
A: Approximately 5 minutes into the launch sequence, the U.S. Pacific Command will notify the Hawaii State Warning Point (SWP)
that a missile is in route from North Korea. The SWP is staffed on a 24-hour, 7 day-a-week basis by skilled emergency management
professionals.
Upon receipt of the notification, the SWP will activate the ‘Attack-Warning’ signal on all outdoor sirens statewide (wailing sound) and
transmit a warning advisory on radio, television and cellular telephones within 2 minutes.
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4. Q: What should Hawaii residents and visitors do when they hear the ‘Attack-Warning’ siren signal?
A: All residents and visitors must immediately seek shelter in a building or other substantial structure. Once the sirens sound, residents and visitors will have less than 12 to 15 minutes before missile impact.
5. Q: Was the recent public messaging recommending that each individual/family maintain a 14-day survival kit made because of
the North Korea threat?
A: No. The 14-day recommendation was made following an intensive analysis suggesting that Hawaii could experience a major disruption to maritime transportation (shipping and ports) in the event of a major hurricane. This recommendation does however complement the potential need for 14 days of sheltering following a nuclear attack.
6. Q: When will schools begin nuclear drills?
A: Schools are not expected to conduct drills specific to a nuclear attack. Existing drills known as ‘lock down’ drills serve the same
purpose. These drills are regularly conducted at all schools statewide and are considered more than adequate in terms of protecting
students and staff.
7. Q: When will the new ‘Attack-Warning’ siren signal will available and how will it be tested?
A: The new (second) ‘Attack-Warning’ siren signal (wailing sound) will be available for use beginning in November 2017. The signal
will be tested on the first working day of every month thereafter together with the existing ‘Attention-Alert’ signal (steady sound) used
for other emergencies.
8. Q: Are there public shelters (blast or fallout) designated in our communities?
A: No. There are currently no designated shelters in the State of Hawaii at this time. The short warning time (12 to 15 minutes)
would not allow for residents or visitors to locate such a shelter in advance of missile impact.
9. Q: How long will residents and visitors need to remain sheltered following a nuclear detonation?
A: In most cases, only until the Hawaii Emergency Management Agency has assessed residual radiation and fallout. This could be as
little as a few hours or as long as 14 days.
10. Q: What is fallout?
A: Debris including soil, fragments of destroyed buildings and other material will be drawn into the cloud of a nuclear detonation and
propelled into the sky. This debris will begin to settle back to earth within hours. This debris includes residual radiation that poses a
significant health risk to humans and animals.
11. Q: How can I tell if nuclear radiation is present?
A: Nuclear radiation cannot be perceived by the human senses (sight, smell, etc.). Specialized instruments are needed to detect its presence and intensity. Those instruments are available for use by public safety agencies across the State of Hawaii.
12. Q: How long will nuclear radiation persist after a nuclear detonation?
A: Radiation from nuclear detonation in the form of fallout decays very rapidly. Days to weeks in most situations.
13. Q: Are the neighbor island safe?
A: We do not know. North Korean missile technology may not be adequately advanced to accurately target a specific island or location. Although most analysts believe the desired target will be Oahu given the concentration of military and government facilities, a
missile may stray and impact the open ocean or even a neighbor island. All areas of the State of Hawaii must consider the possibility
of missile impact.
14. Q: How will the Hawaii Emergency Management Agency communicate with the public post-impact? I have heard that most
broadcast stations and other forms of electronic communications (cellular telephones, radio, television) will be damaged or destroyed
A: When a nuclear weapon detonates, one of the direct effects produced is called an Electromagnetic Pulse (or EMP). EMP has the
potential of destroying electrical devices and telecommunications systems. It may also disrupt electrical power and other essential utilities. Broadcast stations many miles distant from the explosion (such as on another island) will survive EMP effects. Our current plans
are to utilize AM and FM broadcast radio stations on unaffected islands to provide essential information to the public. This means
residents and visitors should include a battery-powered AM-FM radio in their 14-day survival kit.
15. Q: How can I learn more about the nuclear threat and preparedness?
A: Public outreach and online information is available to all Hawaii residents.
Hawaii Emergency Management Agency Email: HawaiiEma@hawaii.gov Web: http://dod.hawaii.gov/hiema/ Telephone: 808 -7334300 or contact your county emergency management agency: Honolulu Department of Emergency Management 808-723-8960
Maui Emergency management Agency 808-270-7285 ; Hawaii County Civil Defense Agency 808-935-0031; Ready.Gov website
https://www.ready.gov/nuclear-blast
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